Purusline Living Linear
Wetroom Solution

Training Document

HIGH QUALIT Y S C A N D I N AV IA N DESIGN

Linear drainage solution
to suit your wetroom
- for tiled floors in domestic
wetrooms & commercial projects
www.plumbworld.co.uk
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The Purusline Living Linear
Wetroom Solution makes your
bathroom design possibilities
come alive
Wetrooms are the fastest growth area in the UK sanitary and
bathroom sector.
Wetrooms already account for 10% market share in the UK Bathroom sector. This
figure is rising rapidly with wetrooms being very much in demand by the younger
and older generations as well as the disabled.
The Purusline Living Linear Wetroom Solution allows quick and easy showering,
with level access and low maintenance, creating an easy to install wetroom that is
fashionable, functional and spacious.
www.plumbworld.co.uk
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Living Linear Wetroom
Make your bathroom design possibilities come alive! The Purusline Living Linear Wetroom
Solution is our flexible wetroom solution - choose from 2 lengths and 3 outlet types. The Purusline
Living Linear Wetroom Solution is BBA-Certified and all outlets come complete with the NOOD
no-odour trap.
The Purusline Living Linear Wetroom Channel is available in lengths of 600mm and 800mm, with outlets available
in Side, Side Side/Inline and Low - perfect for where there is limited space in the floor. All outlets are self-cleaning
and the channels have built-in falls to ensure there is no dirt or odour build up. The Purusline Living Linear Wetroom
Solution opens up completely new opportunities for exciting designs in the bathroom.

Outlet gullies

Side outlet
Flow rate: min. 60 litres/minute
Total channel height: 137-141mm

Low outlet
Flow rate: min. 30 litres/minute
Total channel height: 93-97mm

NOOD no-odour trap

Side side/inline outlet
Flow rate: min. 60 litres/minute
Total channel height: 140-144mm

Tile Insert grate

The unique NOOD no-odour combined water and
mechanical trap, which prevents any foul air escaping
through the waste, is built into all Linear Wetroom gullies.
A built-in spring mechanism ensures that the water
trap always remains sealed, even if the trap is empty.
The tile insert grate allows you to use the same tile
in the grating as in the rest of the room, for a sleek,
minimalistic look
and a continuous
tile design across
the floor. Tiles
up to 10mm are
installed within the grate for a flush finish, ensuring
that maintaining your stylish wetroom has never been
simpler.
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The complete Flexible
Wetroom Solution

Purus Kits sold by Plumbworld contain the channel, tray, grate and
tanking kit.
Centre Linear Former Trays - for Joist Installations
When installing into joist floors, the Centre Linear Former Tray, designed for use with
the Purusline Living Linear Wetroom Channel and the Puragum Tanking Kit, is the
perfect solution for simple installation. The Tray is installed on top of your floorboards
and has falls built in for the shower water to flow into the gully. It comes in two sizes
to complement the Purusline Living Linear Channel: 1400x920mm for the 600mm
Channel; and 1600x920mm for the 800mm Channel. The Tray can be cut to size and
scribed to the wall if desired.

1400x920x18mm Tray
for the 600mm Channel

The thickness of the Tray is 18mm and can be used in conjunction with 18mm Marine
Ply on floorboards. It comes in one piece for ease of installation with packers for
22mm floors.
The wall and floor joints are taped and sealed with the Puragum Tanking Kit giving
your wetroom a threefold waterproofing process.

1600x920x18mm Tray
for the 800mm Channel

Puragum Tanking Kit
Each Puragum Tanking Kit covers 8m2 and is designed to waterproof
plasterboard, concrete and marine ply in your wetroom before tiling. The
tanking kit is waterproof, not water resistant. The tapes are elastic and
accommodate any movements of the wall/floor and corner joints. The
Puragum is easy to tile upon as it gives a mechanical key. Always ensure
that all areas coming into contact with water are fully tanked and sealed.
We recommend tanking the whole wetroom. One tanking kit is included
in the wetroom kits sold by Plumbworld. Additional tanking kits can be
purchased to cover larger areas.

Prod. code: PTK001

PURUSLINE LIVING WETROOM SOLUTION
Cleaning
& Maintenance

Cleaning and Maintenance

Cleaning and maintaining the NOOD water trap inside the Purusline Living Linear Wetroom
Channel
could not be simpler. This simple guide is provided with all installation instructions and
These Cleaning and Maintenance instructions must be handed to the client upon completion.
can be easily followed by the end user.
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The manufacturer’s ongoing product
development may entail changes in version,
design and construction, and we reserve
the right to make such changes.

Check out our full range of Shower Enclosures
Quadrant Shower Enclosures
Corner Entry Shower Enclosures
Walk in Shower Enclosures
Sliding Shower Doors
Bifold Shower Doors
Pivot Shower Doors
Hinged Shower Doors
Shower Screens

From Top Brands
Coram Shower Enclosures
Mira Shower Enclosures
Hydrolux Shower Enclosures
Diamond Shower Enclosures

With quality shower trays to match your enclosure
Square Shower Trays
Rectangular Shower Trays
Quadrant Shower Trays
Coram Shower Trays
Mira Flight Shower Trays

